Volvo 242 gt wiring diagram
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19 for information on downloading these files. Last edited by vlvman; at PM.. Use something
like dropbox to share files- use it all the time to send my parents stuff. It works great. Last
edited by vlvman; at AM.. Originally Posted by Shimmy. Yeap, that's some good stuff to have
access to. Maybe mods will let it be a FAQS page or something? Originally Posted by Quin.
Originally Posted by casioqv. Originally Posted by BrickBaller. Originally Posted by Double On
a tractor. Originally Posted by DarkKratoz. Incorrect, the Frigidaire is Mark's 86 It's in appliance
white and it is Best Car. PM'd you, i'll host these on my web space, or I can tell you how to make
torrents if you have a tracker to host them on. Problem found, Manual swap. Problem solved
Quote:. Originally Posted by cosbySweater. She was pretty damn hot. And she folded my
clothes and made me breakfast in bed. Originally Posted by badvlvo. Do you have the '97
diagram? I'd like to have that on CD if you feel like burning one. It's different than the '96 you are
hosting, not a lot, but enough that it makes a difference. I went ahead and started a gmail
account and dropbox for these, all you would have to do is go to Find More Posts by
tommyfilth. Current cars: Something old, something new, something borrowed, something
Maroon. Find More Posts by MistrThou. I will try to upload files tonight. How much space is
available? Originally Posted by tommyfilth. Originally Posted by Ursan. Originally Posted by
XxJenoxX. There isn't one because dudes aren't grossed out by unsolicited vaginas. Dropbox is
pretty neat. I've never used it myself Thanks for setting this up! No problem, I think it's 2gb. If
you send invites from your account and the invitee creates an account, you get more space mb.
I mostly use it as a common folder between my Mac and my virtual PC since the file sharing
through bootcamp sucks. Looks like there's a huge iso with all the wirings All times are GMT
The time now is AM. User Name. Remember Me? Page 1 of 6. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by
vlvman. Peters MO. Find More Posts by Shimmy. Quote: Originally Posted by Shimmy Use
something like dropbox to share files- use it all the time to send my parents stuff. Find More
Posts by holtzboy. Originally Posted by casioqv Tbricks Find More Posts by BrickBaller. Find
More Posts by Mark. You should get them on k-jet. Find More Posts by badvlvo. Quote:
Originally Posted by badvlvo You should get them on k-jet. Find More Posts by paulfr. Find
More Posts by vvpete. How wonderful Visit MistrThou's homepage! Quote: Originally Posted by
tommyfilth I went ahead and started a gmail account and dropbox for these, all you would have
to do is go to Originally Posted by Ursan What's the female equivalent to a dick pic? Originally

Posted by XxJenoxX There isn't one because dudes aren't grossed out by unsolicited vaginas.
Find More Posts by jerryc. Find More Posts by Dakar Posting Rules. By brickster2 , January 6,
in RWD. Hey forum I recently came across an enthusiast selling a Volvo GT, the kicker is that
it's in parts. I haven't seen it in person as yet, but the seller did submit photos to me of the
vehicle's present condition. The car is gutted of its interior and engine although the seller
presumably has all the parts needed to put it back together short of the hood, grill,headlights
and bumpers. I was looking for a project yet the only real experience I have insofar as
mechanics is the routine work I do on my V70's. So having said all that, is re-installing a dash,
window actuators, some wiring and engine straight forward or conversely what's the level of
dificulty? I guess ultimately I'm trying to detrmine if it's worth it. These are lego cars Your
description is reassuring. I have some reservations given that the car in pieces. At the same
time I'm interested because the car is in pieces. I'm going to try and post the pics they were sent
to my cell phone by the seller , but looking at them The car is not located in Virginia Is the
engine installation on 's straight forward with respect to the wiring? The HVAC should be intact.
Otherwise they are great cars. I have an 80 that I autocross and presently have it in progress for
a turbo motor. T5 trans, MS1, squirter block, Nathans intake and header, and more getting done
right now. There's not a lot of aftermarket support, but there are a few dedicated MFG's that
build good stuff for these cars. I'm in SoCal Bako , is this the car in Lancaster? Not going to
swoop your purchase, I have enough going on here. Thanks badvlvo and for that matter as well!
That's something to definitely to consider given that the dash and associated accessories are
out of the car. From the photos sent to me,there doesn't appear to be a real rust issue. You see,
this is why I come to this site There was a GT in Lancaster a while back. Needed some help, but
looked complete. I'll see if I still have the info so you can contact the owner. When the weather
is cold it sucks, particularly when I need to defog the windshield. A person who says he is
relatively knowledgeable about 's said that there were some body differences between the body
of the GT and that of a regular 2dr Volvo, notably the right side spare tire well and
corresponding left hand storage area were deleted. The GT then used a compressed spare.
Does anyone on this forum know that to be true? The GT is more of an appearence package
then a performance package. They lack the "GT" firewall to strut brackets and the lower bars
along with the strut re-enforcement plates. And also shorter BUT not stiffer springs as. The 's.
Aw shucks! You're the second person that has told me that he '78 and '79 are the GT's to get if
you're talking exclusivity and reasonable collectibility. The GT project I'm going to check out is
a If it pans out and the vehicle looks like a worthwhile project e. If not, I plan to at least buy the
"GT" parts such as the seats, steering wheel and door panels. I contacted him about the
reproduction GT stripes on his and he forwarded his info to contact him for the person or
company that did his if anyone is interested for their GT's. In the event I pick of this GT,does
anyone know of a wiring diagram e. Would this be the workshop manual? This is why
Volvospeed forums and it's members are the "ish" and their feedback is greatly appreciated.
Well, today's the day I have to make a decision The seller still has it. I've been bitten by the GT
bug now If I don't pick up the one in question, I'll be looking for another one as a project. One of
those was going to be my must have. Now I have to add GT to that list. Sometime this year,
hopefully one of these will be mine. Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended
Posts. Posted January 6, Link to post Share on other sites. CoRalV70 Posted January 6, If its
just the dash, and the wiring and hvac parts are still there, think about hours window
"actuators" aka regulators are a 10 minute swap. Posted January 7, Posted January 8, Pretty
basic cars, nothing too complicated. Posted January 9, I didn't know about any in OC, that's out
of my CL watching territory. Posted January 13, CoRalV70 Posted January 15, Posted January
15, With all that i enjoy my 80 very as a dailydriver with k on it all original. Posted January 16,
CoRalV70 Posted January 16, Posted January 17, CoRalV70 Posted January 17, Posted January
20, Did you get it? Posted January 21, Archived This topic is now archived and is closed to
further replies. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. December 6, by: Alexandra M. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. What is the car brand treated in this site? Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Just another WordPress Theme by Themekraft. This website
uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve

your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Toggle navigation Oz Volvo Forums. Categories Threads Register Sign In.
Robbo bobby SW Sydney. August edited August in General. Just a question was s affected by
biodegradable wiring and was failed blower motors affected as well or not. August Blower
motor failure on its own is not generally indicative of wiring harness failure. Are you having
other problems with the car which lead you to suspect the wiring harness? No just wondering
what cars affected and thankyou very much for you comment. Yes the harness will be
crumbling if moved by now. Oops so it my year. Aren't all years of blower motors prone to
failure? I think your right they are all of them. Volvos are renowned for having the best heaters.
Yes after many years use like in any car the motor bearings will dry up, s
2006 chevy aveo ac compressor
wiring diagram 2 way switch
1997 chevy 1500 stereo wiring diagram
queak, go real slow and eventually seize I suppose. Its a big job to swap in a replacement time
wise , but at least it can be done by the home mechanic. Biodegradable wiring - well that's an
issue for many euro makes of car in the early to mid 80's for sure. A very annoying issue. It
seems to confine itself to the engine bay area only. I have a superb rebuilt K-Jet harness, but its
not selling cheap. August edited August I did the lot in about 4 hours including preparing a
wiring diagram re-routing alternator and ignition cables to save time. I spliced in the old
connectors soldered splices and heat shrink insulation and used corrugated ducting. Its often
bypassed altogether in rewires I've seen - which is ok unless you want to remove the engine.
Presume this is heat cycling related. Thankyou very much I will take that all board. Yes after
many years use like in any car the motor bearings will dry up, squeak, go real slow and
eventually seize I suppose.. Sign In or Register to comment.

